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Dear Mr Maxwell 
 
Draft Budget 2015-16 
 
Thank you for your letter of 12 November concerning the above.  I was pleased to have the 
opportunity to discuss this matter with you and the members of the Education and Culture 
Committee on 11 November. 
 
I understood that the foreshortened session, to take account of the Remembrance Day 
ceremony, would mean that of necessity you would wish to follow up with some additional 
questions.  Equally, you will know, that given the short notice we have to respond, will mean 
that we cannot provide specific details in response in every instance.  I trust that nonetheless 
you find the following comments of help to the Committee in its deliberations. 
 
The National Performance Framework/ measuring outcomes 

 What evidence is there to demonstrate that the NPF has helped to improve outcomes 
in school and has informed spending allocations by Scottish Government and local 
authorities?  

 

 What is the relationship between the new COSLA/ Scottish Government work on the 
attainment gap and the NPF, particularly given that the NPF already contains an 
indicator on attainment?  
 

 With a greater focus on outcomes, how will COSLA and the Scottish Government 
ensure there is transparency around the impact of annual spending decisions on 
outcomes?  

 

There is no clear link between the NPF and spend.  Councils’ own budgetary processes 
and their Single Outcome Agreements (SOAs) are more effective in influencing local 
spending decisions.  The NPF is a government mechanism to identify trends in the 
improvement of certain outcomes.  The NPF does not have the impact on outcomes that 
SOAs have.  Councils have been working with SOAs for a number of years to inform their 
priorities at a local level.  The proposals for the Community Empowerment legislation may 



 
 
 

also prove to be significant in terms of the local influences brought to bear on decisions on 
council priorities and spending allocations. 
 
The work by the group dealing with teacher numbers and education outcomes has only just 
commenced and to date only one initial meeting has taken place.  The work is intended to 
provide more information on education outcomes and one of the key measures is equality in 
education.  This is a priority undoubtedly, but there is a need to address other meaningful 
outcomes as well. 

 
The committee should be aware that the Local Government Improvement Service has worked 
with SOLACE to build a range of benchmarking measures that brings together, for the first 
time, a wide range of information about how all councils perform in delivering better services 
to local communities, including the cost of services and how satisfied citizens are with them.   

When looking at the information, it needs to be remembered that councils are 
democratically elected bodies which represent very diverse communities in terms of 
geography, population, deprivation levels and community needs. The information 
presented should be read and understood in that context, as some of the variation 
highlighted by the data is significantly affected by such differences between communities.  
There is specific data relating to outcomes for children and young people collated as part 
of that benchmarking exercise.  

 
Councils now have access to Insight, the national tool developed by Education Scotland 
that enable each authority to examine how local trends in outcomes are matched against 
national benchmarks.  And whether they are heading in the right direction.  The 
COSLA/Scottish Government work is not replacing local authorities’ own work on 
performance improvement and benchmarking. 
 
Councils have their own local arrangements that set out the way in which they deal with 
transparency of decision making on budget setting and outcomes.  As noted above, the work 
on moving the focus away from teacher numbers has only just begun and is not due to be 
completed till next spring.  The Committee may wish to note that the Commission on 
Strengthening Local Democracy addresses this though the acknowledgement that 
communities  need to understand what council budgets are spent on, in delivering quality 
council services and achieving outcomes that are meaningful and relevant to the local 
communities they serve.  

 
Consultation and accountability 

 Do ADES’ comments about draft budgets being kept largely confidential and pre-
budget discussions being curtailed apply across all local authorities?  

 

 Do local authorities have a clear and shared understanding of the rationale for 
consulting with parent and community groups about their spending decisions? How do 
councils ensure that consultation or engagement is meaningful and not simply a ‘box 
ticking’ exercise?  
 

 Can recent variations in change in school revenue expenditure all be explained as 
reactions to local circumstances?  

 
The Commission on Strengthening Local Government Democracy recognises the need to be 
more transparent with communities, to help them understand what resources are being spent 

upon and why decisions are taken in balancing council budgets.    We believe that councils 
are engaging with communities.  However, we recognise the difficulty of having 
conversations with communities in the face of difficult decisions on rising demand for 
services against a static or reducing budget.   
  



 
 
 

We are clear that changes in school revenue expenditure in each local authority are the 
circumstances arising from a range of local pressures.  Devolved School Management was 
updated in recent years to ensure as far as possible that local flexibility on school revenue 
expenditure would be in the control of school leaders.  But that flexibility still involves higher 
level decisions being taken at council level on how to balance the council budget against 
pressures in the delivery of a wide range of services.   

 
If the question concerning variations in school revenue expenditure is about spend per pupil, 
as we said at committee that spend per pupil details are useful for benchmarking purposes, 
but in themselves say nothing about the delivery of improved attainment.  The focus should be 
squarely on outcomes.  Again, as has been said at committee, there are differences in 
geographic and demographic makeup of communities: simply looking at pupil spend does not 
tell any story about whether outcomes are improving. 
 
Local Government budgets  

 The Local Government and Regeneration Committee in their budget report last year 
noted local governments budget increased during the period 2007-08 and 2012-13 by 
a greater percentage than those under the Scottish Government control. They also 
noted a reduction in staff numbers to the value of £537 million. Given those figure can 
you explain why education budgets are under so much pressure. 

 
The relative position of Scottish Government departmental budgets to local government 
budgets is very misleading and is in fact a distraction in the debate around pressures on 
educational budgets.  The facts are that local government is experiencing real terms reduction 
in funding and with very limited flexibility in education budgets in how to deal with these 
pressures the impact on local government is very real.    Scottish Local Government Finance 
settlements have flat-lined in cash terms (reducing in real terms) since the -2.6% cash 
reduction in 2011-12, and this will continue in 2015-16.  Within this envelope, councils have to 
address wage and other inflationary pressures, such as pressure that is being exerted through 
demographic changes of an aging population.  
 
 
As said above, I hope you find this response helpful.  I would be only too happy to have further 
discussions with you on this matter, should you consider this of assistance. 
 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Councillor Douglas Chapman 
COSLA Spokesperson, Education, Children and Young People  
 


